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Abstract—Several variations of a 300-MHz version of the electrically small coax-fed three-dimensional (3D) magnetic EZ antenna
were designed and tested. The final version of this low-profile
0 437 at 300.96
antenna had an electrical size that was
MHz. Nearly complete matching to the 50- source and high
overall efficiency (nearly 100%) were achieved. The measured
fractional bandwidth was approximately 1.66%. The numerically
predicted and the measured results were in good agreement.
Comparisons to similar-sized loop antennas that were matched to
the source with both custom-made and commercially available,
general purpose external matching networks confirm the performance enhancements achieved with this metamaterial-inspired,
near-field resonant parasitic antenna.
Index Terms—Antenna theory, electrically small antennas,
metamaterials, parasitics, quality factors.

to move the 3D magnetic EZ antennas to lower frequencies for
several applications. In this letter, we report the design, fabrication, and testing of several versions of the 3D magnetic EZ
antenna at 300 MHz. These types of metamaterial-inspired antennas help overcome the loss issues associated with an actual
metamaterial-based antenna design [6].
II. INITIAL DESIGNS AND MEASUREMENTS
The near-field resonant parasitic element of the 3D magnetic
EZ antennas [2], [4] is an extruded capacitively loaded loop
(CLL). It is driven by a semiloop antenna coaxially fed through
a ground plane. As shown in [2]–[4], the resonance frequency
of these EZ antennas is given by the expression
(1)

I. INTRODUCTION

A

N EFFICIENT, electrically small antenna design methodology has been presented previously in [1]–[4]. The main
innovation of those designs was the introduction of an electrically small metamaterial-inspired parasitic element in the very
near-field of the electrically small radiator. “Inspired” refers
to the fact that the parasitic element could be used as the unit
cell inclusion in a conventional metamaterial. The metamaterial-inspired parasitic structure facilitates the antenna system
being resonant (reactive matching) and resistively matched to
the source (50 ), without any external matching network. If
is the radius of the smallest enclosing sphere and
,
is the free-space wavelength corresponding to the
where
resonance frequency
, it was demonstrated experimentally [4] that the overall efficiency of a two-dimensional
GHz and
(2D) electric EZ antenna with
was
%, with a 4.1% fractional bandwidth. S-parameters were also measured for two 2D magnetic EZ antennas in
the 430-MHz range. However, no three-dimensional (3D) cases
were fabricated and tested. As reported in [5], it was desirable
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and
are the effective inductance and capaciwhere
simply by
tance of the system. Consequently, one can adjust
changing either of these effective values. For instance, the effective capacitance of the CLL element can be tuned by changing
the dimensions of its capacitive gap or the permittivity in this
gap region. All of the designs reported here used a quartz slab in
the gap region. Quartz was selected because it is a very low-loss
. This
dielectric at the frequencies of interest and has
for
higher-than-vacuum relative permittivity value lowered
a given CLL element size and, hence, allowed us to consider parasitic elements that were smaller than in previous vacuum-based
designs to achieve the same effective capacitance.
A 3D magnetic EZ antenna was designed for operation at
approximately 300 MHz using Ansoft HFSS (mention of this
product is not an endorsement, but only serves to clarify the software used). The baseline design size had right-angled corners
and its size (length width height) was 80 80 40 mm .
To fabricate it, a coaxial, panel mount connector was attached
to the back of a circular copper plate that was ultimately inserted
into a larger ground plane so that the dielectric was flush with the
front surface. Then, a copper wire was bent to form the loop; and
the ends were soldered into the connector and a corresponding
hole drilled into the insert. The bent sections of the antenna were
formed by cutting copper sheets to the correct dimensions and
then bending them to form the corners; they were mechanically
stabilized by cutting slots through the ground plane insert and
sliding the vertical sections into those holes. Subsequently, these
sections were laser-welded into place from the back of the insert.
When the CLL pieces are laser-welded to the circular plate, the
resulting bending can change the gap size. Placing the quartz
slab into the connective gap of the CLL element helps maintain this critical dimension, i.e., the quartz slab also provides
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Fig. 1. Fabricated 3D magnetic EZ antenna integrated into its large ground
plane. The CLL capacitive gap is partially filled with quartz slabs.

structural (mechanical) stability. The quartz was attached with
a low-loss adhesive.
The S-parameters and power efficiency of the fabricated
antennas were measured in the reverberation chambers at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in
Boulder, CO. Reverberation chambers (RCs) have become
increasingly popular as an alternative test facility for a wide
variety of electromagnetic measurements [7], [8]. While
pattern measurements are unavailable, RCs are nonetheless
ideal environments for measuring the total radiated power
and efficiency of an antenna [8]–[11]. Furthermore, the RC
approach to measure the radiation efficiency of an antenna has
been demonstrated to be a reliable alternative to the traditional
Wheeler Cap and anechoic chamber methods [9]–[11]. All
radiated power measurements reported here were made relative to a reference antenna, an ETS-LINDGREN model 3106
dual-ridged waveguide horn that is about 94% efficient in its
200 MHz–2 GHz frequency band. The reverberation chamber
was 2.8 3.1 4.6 m in size for the antenna characterization.
This NIST chamber used two rotating paddles in order to reduce
the uncertainties in the measurements to 1.0 dB or less [12].
The fabricated EZ antenna in its large ground plane configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Note that, as fabricated, the antenna
has a small (120.6-mm diameter copper plate) ground plane.
mm
It is then inserted into a larger (18 in 18 in
457.2 mm) copper ground plane (or not), as shown in Fig. 1,
for measurement. To verify the efficacy of using the quartz slab
as a tuning element, the antenna was measured in three configurations: no slab, half of the slab, and full slab. The measured
relative total radiated power results for these configurations are
shown in Fig. 2. Three basic results can be inferred from these
initial measurements. The resonance frequency of the EZ antenna was tunable by the amount of quartz in the capacitive gap
of its CLL element. The total radiated power was enhanced near
the resonance frequency of the CLL element. The resonance frequencies were far from the predicted value of 300 MHz.
Careful examination of the fabricated parasitic led us to further analyze the design through a series of parametric studies
with HFSS. It was found that the rounded corners, particularly
in the capacitive gap, have a very significant impact on the resonance frequency, i.e., they have a dramatic effect on the capacitance produced by the dielectric-filled gap. This rounding of the
corners occurs during the bending of the copper. The antenna
was thus redesigned to account for the rounded corners.

Fig. 2. Measured total radiated power relative to the reference horn for three
different amounts of quartz in the capacitive gap of the CLL element.

Fig. 3. Final design of the rounded-corner, 3D magnetic EZ antenna.

III. FINAL DESIGN AND MEASUREMENTS
The final design (in cross-sectional view) and its dimensions
are shown in Fig. 3. The length, width, and height of the CLL
element remained, respectively, at 80, 80, and 40 mm. This is
. The fabria low-profile design, i.e., its height is only
cated final design is shown in Fig. 4. All predicted values agree
reasonably well with the measured values. The predicted resoMHz, giving
;
nance frequency was
i.e.,
. The antenna is electrically small at the design frequency. The HFSS-predicted value of the overall efficiency (total radiated power to total input power) was 99%. The
predicted fractional bandwidth (FBW), based on the half-power
VSWR bandwidth, was 1.83%. This means the Q value was 7.43
times the Chu limit [13] and 2.48 times the (magnetic-based antenna) Thal limit [14].
The measured relative total radiated power of the EZ antenna
as a function of the frequency, when it was placed on the wall
and in the center of the reverberation chamber, is given in
Fig. 5. In the former antenna-under-test (AUT) configuration,
MHz, where
dB, and
the measured
%. In the latter, the measured
MHz,
dB, and
%. The slight difwhere
ferences in the observed resonance frequencies are due to the
different AUT measurement setups. The center-of-the-chamber
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Fig. 4. The fabricated 3D magnetic EZ antenna with its small ground plane.
As constructed, the extruded CLL element has all rounded corners.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the measured relative total radiated power of the 3D
magnetic EZ antenna, the bare loop antenna, and two external matching network
augmented semiloop antennas.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the measured relative total radiated power of the 3D
magnetic EZ antenna and the bare loop antenna.

AUT configuration measurements were also performed with
several other cable layouts to confirm that the cable was not
contributing to the measured total radiated power. These
included loading the cable with a variety of ferrite beads at
numerous different cable locations. The chamber wall measurements eliminated this issue since the cable was located in
its exterior. Both AUT configurations yielded similar results;
they both demonstrated that the EZ antenna is radiating more
efficiently than the reference horn. The observed fractional
bandwidth was smaller than predicted; the FBW values were
obtained from the average of many measurement samples. A
separate stand-alone vector-network analyzer (VNA) measure%, in much better agreement with the
ment gave
HFSS-predicted value.
Results for the bare semiloop antenna placed in the center-ofthe-chamber AUT configuration are also given in Fig. 5. The
HFSS-predicted input impedance of the bare 15.0-mm radius
j . This
semiloop antenna at 300.77 MHz was
-dB value for the accepted power for the
corresponds to a
50- feedline. The measured relative total radiated power of the
dB. Consequently, agreebare semiloop is approximately
ment between all of the simulation and experimental results was
obtained. This particular comparison was performed to confirm
that, as predicted, the metamaterial-inspired near-field resonant
parasitic acts as an internal matching network, which produces
nearly complete matching to the source, and enhances the total
radiated power by acting as a transducer, which changes the reactive field of the driven element into a propagating field.

We also tested the bare semiloop with two different kinds of
external matching network devices. They were an MFJ-902H
Travel Tuner and an MFJ-922 VHF/UHF dual-band antenna
tuner. It was expected that these comparison cases would
further confirm that the near-field resonant parasitic provided
more than just an internal matching network. In both instances,
values below
dB were obtained between 300
measured
and 310 MHz. A comparison of the relative total radiated power
measured as a function of the frequency for the EZ antenna and
the corresponding bare semiloop in the center-of-the-chamber
AUT configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The peaks of the
MFJ-902H and the MFJ-922 total radiated power results were
dB at 304.55 MHz and
dB at 309.95 MHz,
respectively. Thus, the matched semiloop values were more
than 20 dB smaller than the EZ antenna results. Again, these
measurements were confirmed with several alternate ferrite
bead-loaded cable configurations.
Additional simulations were conducted with several coaxbased stub tuner external matching networks, and similar very
low total radiated powers were obtained. They indicated that the
bare semiloop is so electrically small that the resistive loss in the
copper is significantly larger than the radiation loss. However,
because the losses could have been caused simply by the component losses in the MFJ tuners, we proceeded to retest these results using a single stub tuner of our own design. These measurements provided additional comparisons between the various EZ
antenna configurations and a well-matched semiloop antenna.
They were taken in the new 2.95 3.63 4.27 m reverberation chamber at NIST.
We thus designed, fabricated, and tested a single stub tuner
that matched the 15.0-mm semiloop antenna to the assumed
50- source. The stub of the tuner was offset from the antenna terminals by 388.41 mm, and the coaxial stub itself had
a length equal to 260.37 mm. Taking into account the copper
losses in the antenna and the coax lines, the HFSS-predicted
%(
dB) with
values were: radiation efficiency
dB at 299.715 MHz and, thus, a
dB relative total radiated power value. While the radius of the semiloop
at that frequency, including the matching netgives
, 3.46
work for a fair size comparison then yields
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The HFSS-predicted values for the resulting single-stub tuned
% (
dB) with
semiloop antenna were
dB at 300.94 MHz, giving
dB as the
relative total radiated power value. Accounting for the additional losses encountered in the other tuner comparison cases
(either the general purpose commercial box or the fabricated
design), this value would be even lower in practice. Thus, even
if the physical size of the semiloop antenna were comparable
to the parasitic, the EZ antenna would still have more than
a ten-times larger relative total radiated power value even
though it is 2.89 times smaller electrically, i.e., while the minimum enclosing radius of the rectangular semiloop alone gives
, including the associated matching network then
.
yields
Fig. 7. Comparison of the predicted and measured (new NIST reverberation
chamber) relative total radiated power of the EZ antenna with the small ground
plane and with the large ground plane, the bare semiloop antenna, and the stubtuner matched semiloop antenna.

times larger than the EZ antenna value. The physically tested
tuner had a stub length that was 220 mm; it was inserted into
the feedline about 420 mm from the end of the coax. This devalues and
sign was obtained by experimentally testing the
adjusting the cable length until matching was obtained. The
value was measured to be approximately
dB at 320 MHz.
The overall system was not electrically small at that frequency,
, making it about 3.74
i.e., including the stub tuner,
times larger than the EZ antenna.
A comparison of the total radiated power measured as a function of the frequency in the center-of-the-chamber AUT configuration for the EZ antenna with the large ground plane, the
EZ antenna with the small ground plane, and the corresponding
HFSS simulation results are shown in Fig. 7. Also included are
the corresponding results for the bare semiloop antenna and for
the stub-tuner-matched semiloop antenna. The resonance of the
small (large) ground plane version of the EZ antenna occurred
MHz (311.78 MHz) with
(0.453)
at
and
% (2.83%). The stub-tuner results were consistent with the MFJ tuner results. We believe that the extra stub
length and the multiple pieces of coax needed to create the stub
caused the relative total radiated power value to be lower than
the HFSS-predicted values. Consequently, the EZ antenna was
measured to be about 30 dB more efficient than the matched
semiloop antenna and is slightly more efficient than the reference horn antenna at the design frequency. These experimental
results again confirm that the near-field resonant parasitic of the
EZ antenna leads to both nearly complete matching to the source
and to an improved radiation efficiency.
Further comparisons were made numerically by redesigning
the HFSS model to be a rectangular semiloop wire antenna
having the same dimensions as the cross section of the extruded CLL element, i.e., 40 mm 80 mm, and a 2.0-mm
wire diameter. The HFSS-predicted input impedance of this
at
much larger semiloop antenna was
300.77 MHz. The coax stub-tuner designed to match this antenna to the assumed 50- source was offset from the antenna
terminals by 281.29 mm and had a length equal to 239.37 mm.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that the electrically small, metamaterial-inspired, 3D magnetic EZ antenna, which consists of
a directly driven semiloop antenna, coaxially fed through a
finite ground plane, and a near-field resonant parasitic element
(an extruded capacitively loaded loop), performs as predicted
at 300 MHz. Several versions were designed, fabricated, and
tested. The final designs took into account the actual fabrication
nuances to achieve good agreement between the simulated and
measured results. Nearly complete matching with no external
)-sized EZ antenna was
matching circuit for a (
demonstrated at 300.96 MHz with a fractional bandwidth
of 1.66%. Reverberation chamber measurements of its total
radiated power demonstrated a greater than 95% overall efficiency at that resonance frequency. Direct comparisons with a
comparable semiloop antenna with several different external
matching networks also demonstrated that the 3D magnetic
EZ antenna was significantly more efficient than any of the
electrically larger, externally matched semiloop antennas. We
are continuing our investigations to determine whether such
near-field resonant parasitic antennas can operate at even lower
(VHF) frequencies. A 100-MHz 3D magnetic EZ antenna has
been designed and fabricated and is currently being evaluated.
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